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ABSTRACT
We analyze the redshift- and luminosity-dependent sizes of dropout galaxy candidates in the redshift range z ∼ 7–12
using deep images from the 2012 Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF12) campaign, which offers two advantages over
that used in earlier work. First, we utilize the increased signal-to-noise ratio offered by the UDF12 imaging to
provide improved measurements for known galaxies at z  6.5–8 in the HUDF. Second, because the UDF12 data
have allowed the construction of the first robust galaxy sample in the HUDF at z > 8, we have been able to extend
the measurement of average galaxy size out to higher redshifts. Restricting our measurements to sources detected
at >15σ , we confirm earlier indications that the average half-light radii of z ∼ 7–12 galaxies are extremely small,
0.3–0.4 kpc, comparable to the sizes of giant molecular associations in local star-forming galaxies. We also confirm
that there is a clear trend of decreasing half-light radius with increasing redshift, and provide the first evidence
that this trend continues beyond z  8. Modeling the evolution of the average half-light radius as a power law,
∝(1 + z)s , we obtain a best-fit index of s = −1.30+0.12−0.14 over z ∼ 4–12. A clear size–luminosity relation is evident
in our dropout samples. This relation can be interpreted in terms of a constant surface density of star formation
over a range in luminosity of 0.05–1.0L∗z=3. The average star formation surface density in dropout galaxies is 2–3
orders of magnitude lower than that found in extreme starburst galaxies, but is comparable to that seen today in the
centers of normal disk galaxies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Considerable progress has been made in charting the abun-
dance of galaxies at z ∼ 7–10 from deep imaging with
ground-based observations and various campaigns undertaken
with the Wide Field Camera 3 infrared channel (WFC3/IR)
on Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Sample selection makes
use of the well-established dropout technique, which takes ad-
vantage of the unique spectral characteristics of high-redshift
star-forming galaxies, i.e., a blue UV spectrum and a sharp drop
in flux at wavelengths shorter than Lyα. These complemen-
tary studies have identified a large number of dropout galaxies
at z ∼ 7 and beyond. Investigating the abundance of dropout
galaxies over 7 < z < 10 has revealed a clear decrease in the
number density of luminous galaxies with increasing redshift
(e.g., Ouchi et al. 2009; McLure et al. 2010; Castellano et al.
2010; Oesch et al. 2010b; Bouwens et al. 2011b).
Characterizing the evolution of galaxy morphologies and
sizes is useful for understanding galaxy formation history.
Analytical studies have calculated the size–redshift relation
of disk galaxies, suggesting the typical size of galaxies of a
given luminosity is expected to decrease with increasing redshift
(Mo et al. 1998, 1999). The virial radius of a dark matter halo
scales with redshift and virial velocity or virial mass. Assuming
that the exponential scale length of the baryonic disk scales with
the virial radius, the sizes of disks are expected to scale with
redshift, proportional to H (z)−2/3 at a fixed mass or H (z)−1 at a
fixed circular velocity (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2004), where H (z)
is the Hubble parameter which scales as ∼(1 + z)3/2 at high
redshifts.
Earlier observations have reported that the sizes (half-light
radii) of dropout galaxies decrease according to about (1 + z)−1
up to z ∼ 7 (Oesch et al. 2010a), which is expected at fixed
halo masses, and in good agreement with previous estimates at
lower redshifts (Bouwens et al. 2004). However, because they
used only the first epoch of their survey data with the WFC3/IR,
their analysis still shows large uncertainties, especially in their
fainter sample. Therefore, it is also consistent with (1 + z)−1.5
(Ferguson et al. 2004; Hathi et al. 2008), as expected for sizes
that scale with halo circular velocity.
Oesch et al. (2010a) have also reported that the star formation
rate (SFR) surface densities of dropout galaxies remains con-
stant from z ∼ 7 to z ∼ 4. They suggest a possible explanation
is that the average star formation efficiency is very similar in
all these galaxies, and that feedback effects change the mode of
star formation by only a small amount. It would be interesting
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to see if this possible trend continues toward higher redshifts,
to infer star formation activities in galaxies at earlier epochs of
galaxy formation.
Recently, a new campaign was carried out with the WFC3/IR
to significantly deepen the Hubble Ultra Deep Field in 2012 (GO
12498; PI: R. Ellis; hereafter UDF12; see Ellis et al. 2013 and
Koekemoer et al. 2013 for the project description); this yields the
deepest near-infrared images ever obtained. Additional scientific
results from this project are presented in Dunlop et al. (2013),
Schenker et al. (2013), McLure et al. (2013), and Robertson
et al. (2013). In this paper, we study morphologies of z ∼ 7–12
galaxies based on the complete WFC3/IR UDF12 data set. The
advantages of the new images are (1) a new F140W image and
deeper F160W data from which we obtain robust estimates on
the rest-frame UV morphologies of galaxies not only at z ∼ 7,
but also z ∼ 8–12 for the first time, and (2) a deeper F105W
image which enables us to safely exclude contaminations by
foreground sources from our galaxy samples at z ∼ 8 and
beyond.11 The purpose of this paper is to investigate the galaxy
size and SFR surface density evolution beyond z ∼ 7, and the
correlation of size with UV luminosity.
The outline of this paper is as follows. After describing the
imaging data used in this study in Section 2, we summarize
our dropout galaxy samples in Section 3. Our size analysis
is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we investigate the
size–luminosity relation and the size evolution and discuss the
implications. A summary is given in Section 6. Throughout
this paper, we use magnitudes in the AB system (Oke & Gunn
1983) and assume a flat universe withΩm = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, and
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1. In this cosmological model, an angular
dimension of 1.0 arcsec corresponds to a physical dimension of
5.365 kpc at z = 6.7, 4.818 kpc at z = 8.0, 4.465 kpc at
z = 9.0, and 3.683 kpc at z = 11.9. We express galaxy UV
luminosities in units of the characteristic luminosity of z ∼ 3
galaxies, L∗z=3, which corresponds to M1600 = −21.0 (Steidel
et al. 1999). The four WFC3/IR filters we use, F105W, F125W,
F140W, and F160W, are denoted by Y105, J125, J140, and H160,
respectively. We also use four Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS) filters, F435W, F606W, F775W, and F850LP, which are
denoted by B435, V606, i775, and z850, respectively.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The primary data set used in this size analysis for z ∼ 7–12
galaxies is the ultra-deep WFC3/IR observations taken for
the UDF12 campaign combined with images taken for the
UDF09 campaign (GO 11563; PI: G. Illingworth). In the UDF09
campaign, WFC3/IR data were obtained over three fields: the
HUDF main, and two parallel fields. The UDF12 campaign has
obtained 128 orbits of WFC3/IR data over the HUDF main field.
We have combined all the exposures including the data from
other HST programs (GO12060, 12061, 12062; PI: S. Faber, H.
Ferguson; GO12099; PI: A. Riess). In total, the observations
over the HUDF main field include 253 orbits (F105W: 100
orbits; F125W: 39 orbits; F140W: 30 orbits; F160W: 84 orbits).
A more detailed description of the UDF12 data set is provided
by Koekemoer et al. (2013), and the final reduced data are being
made publicly available as High-Level Science Products12 that
are delivered to the Space Telescope Science Institute archive,
11 We do not use our deep F105W image for the morphology analysis of z ∼ 7
galaxies, since a redshifted Lyα and the continuum break of an object at
z  6.4 enters the F105W band.
12 http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/hudf12/
and further details and current updates about the survey are
provided at the project Web site.13
To minimize the effects of morphological K-correction and
take the advantage of the UDF12 campaign, we measure sizes
of galaxies in the images of the WFC3/IR band that is the
closest to the rest-frame 1600–1700 Å. A stack of the point-
spread-function (PSF)-matched J125- and J140-band images is
used for z850-dropouts,14 a stack of the PSF-matched J140- and
H160-band images for Y105-dropouts, and the H160-band image
for candidates at z > 8.5. Their 5σ limiting magnitudes are 29.8
(J125 + J140), 29.7 (J140 + H160), and 29.5 (H160) within filter-
matched apertures, which are 0.45–0.50 arcsec in diameter (Ellis
et al. 2013). We use images with a pixel scale of 0.03 arcsec
pixel−1.
3. SAMPLES
We investigate the sizes of z ∼ 7–12 galaxies based on the
z ∼ 7–8 samples selected by Schenker et al. (2013) and the
z > 8.5 samples whose photometric redshifts from SED fitting
analysis are available in McLure et al. (2013; see also Ellis
et al. 2013). Here we briefly summarize how these galaxies are
selected.
To select star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 7–8, Schenker et al.
(2013) applied the dropout technique, which probes a blue
UV spectrum and a spectral break blueward of Lyα due to
intergalactic medium (IGM) absorption. For z ∼ 7 z850-dropout
galaxies, they first required a 3.5σ detection in Y105 plus one of
the other filters which probe longer wavelengths (J125, J140, or
H160). Then they applied the two color criteria: z850−Y105 > 0.7
and Y105 − J125 < 0.4. Also the following criteria were used:
(1) the significance is less than 2.0σ in B435, V606, and i775; (2)
the significance is not more than 1.5σ in more than one band
among B435, V606, and i775; and (3) χ2opt is less than a threshold
value. χ2opt is defined by χ2opt = Σi SGN (fi) (fi/σi)2 where fi
is the flux in band i, σi is the uncertainty of fi, and SGN(fi) is
1 if fi > 0 and −1 if fi < 0, considering the bands shorter
than Lyα (Bouwens et al. 2011b). For z850-dropouts, B435, V606,
and i775 are considered, and for Y105-dropouts, B435, V606, i775,
and z850 are considered. At or below the 5σ limit, they adopted
a χ2opt upper limit of 2.5, while at the 10σ limit they used an
upper limit of 5.0. A linear interpolation is used to determine
the limit for magnitudes between the 5σ and 10σ level. For
z ∼ 8 Y105-dropout galaxies, they required a 3.5σ detection in
J125 and one of the other filters which probe longer wavelengths,
J140 and H160. From the detected objects, they selected dropouts
which satisfy the two color criteria, Y105 − J125 > 0.5 and
J125 − H160 < 0.4, and the following criteria for the optical
data: (1) the significance is less than 2.0σ in B435, V606, i775,
and z850; (2) the significance is not more than 1.5σ in more
than one band among B435, V606, i775, and z850; and (3) χ2opt
is less than the threshold value. These selection criteria are
designed to provide as large a sample of galaxies as possible
above redshift 6.5, while minimizing the effect of contamination
(for details, see Section 3.3 of Schenker et al. 2013). By using
these selection criteria, Schenker et al. (2013) identified 47
z850-dropouts and 27 Y105-dropouts in the HUDF main field.
13 http://udf12.arizona.edu/
14 Although the rest-frame wavelength range covered by the J125-band image
for z850-dropouts is slightly different from that by the J140-band image, we
confirm that there is no systematic difference between their sizes in these two
passbands. We also conduct a similar check for Y105-dropouts, using the J140-
and H160-band images, to confirm that their sizes are likewise consistent
within the uncertainties.
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McLure et al. (2013) independently searched for galaxies at
z  7 using the photometric redshift technique. The objects in
their catalog with photometric redshifts zphoto ∼ 7–9 are well
matched with the objects in the z850- and Y105-dropout catalogs
constructed by Schenker et al. (2013).
In addition to the dropout galaxies, we study z > 8.5
star-forming galaxy candidates reported by Ellis et al. (2013).
They located all sources by examining the stack of the final
J125-, J140-, and H160-band images and applied the photometric
redshift technique (see also McLure et al. 2013), making use
of the full data set obtained by the UDF12 program and the
previous programs. They also applied the dropout technique for
the master catalog, searching for objects undetected at 2σ in
both Y105 (>31.0 mag) and in a combined ACS image. By both
of the two techniques, they have found seven convincing z > 8.5
candidates.
Morphology measurements for galaxies require a significant
detection in not only the central region of sources, but also the
outer structures. Recently, Mosleh et al. (2012) reported that, in
order to recover the input sizes of their realistic simulations, a
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of at least 10 is required. To obtain
robust estimates on galaxy morphologies, we set a more strict
criterion for S/N; we analyze our dropouts individually down
to S/N of 15. The number of z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts
with detection greater than 15σ in J125 + J140 and J140 + H160
(about 28.5 mag in the filter-matched apertures) is 9 and 6,
respectively.
In order to extend our analysis to fainter magnitudes, we
divide the samples into three luminosity bins, L = (0.3–1)L∗z=3,
L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3, and L = (0.048–0.12)L∗z=3, based on
their total magnitudes in J125 + J140 for z850-dropouts and
J140 + H160 for Y105-dropouts. Since it is difficult to establish
reliable total magnitudes for faint sources (S/N < 15) using
GALFIT, we subdivide the galaxies into luminosity bins based
on aperture magnitudes which contain 70% of a point-source
flux, after making the appropriate aperture correction to 100%
of anticipated point-source flux (McLure et al. 2013). Tables 1
and 2 list the z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts in the luminosity
bins, respectively. We make median-stacked images separately
for the second and third brightest luminosity bins. The number
of z850-dropouts (Y105-dropouts) with L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3 is
7 (5), while the number with L = (0.048–0.12)L∗z=3 is 17 (13).
Note that, among the 7 z850-dropouts (the 5 Y105-dropouts) in the
second brightest luminosity bin, 6 (3) are individually detected
at more than 15σ in J125 + J140 (J140 + H160). We do not use
stacked images for the objects in the brightest luminosity bin,
since the numbers of the objects are small. We also tried stacking
objects fainter than L = 0.048L∗z=3, but they did not provide
meaningful size constraints.
Within the z > 8.5 sample, UDF12-3954-6284 has a rela-
tively high photometric redshift, zphoto = 11.9, while the others
have zphoto = 8.6–9.5 (Ellis et al. 2013; McLure et al. 2013).
Thus, we divide them into two sub-samples: one with UDF12-
3954-6284 and the other with the remaining six objects. The
average photometric redshift of the latter subsample is about
9.0. Since most of these objects are quite faint, we make a stack
of the H160 images of the six z  9 objects, giving a detection
with S/N ∼ 9.
Note that the nature of the z ∼ 12 source is still uncertain,
because of its accompanying diffuse morphology (Section 4.2)
and its luminosity, particularly given the lack of other detections
beyond z ∼ 10.5 (Ellis et al. 2013). Nevertheless, since no
alternative plausible explanation for this object has yet been
Table 1
z850-dropout Galaxies Used in Our Size Analysis
ID R.A.a Decl.a zphotob MUVc
(h:m:s) (d:m:s) (mag)
L/L∗z=3 = 0.3–1
UDF12-3746-6328 3:32:37.46 −27:46:32.8 6.4 −20.54
UDF12-4258-6567 3:32:42.58 −27:46:56.7 7.1 −20.22
UDF12-4256-7314 3:32:42.56 −27:47:31.4 7.2 −19.75
L/L∗z=3 = 0.12–0.3
UDF12-4219-6278 3:32:42.19 −27:46:27.8 6.7 −19.13
UDF12-3958-6565 3:32:39.58 −27:46:56.5 6.8 −19.02
UDF12-3677-7536 3:32:36.77 −27:47:53.6 6.5 −19.00
UDF12-4105-7156 3:32:41.05 −27:47:15.6 7.1 −18.98
UDF12-3744-6513 3:32:37.44 −27:46:51.3 6.7 −18.85
UDF12-3638-7162 3:32:36.38 −27:47:16.2 6.6 −18.79
UDF12-4057-6436 3:32:40.57 −27:46:43.6 6.8 −18.71
L/L∗z=3 = 0.048–0.12
UDF12-3313-6545 3:32:33.13 −27:46:54.5 7.4 −18.65
UDF12-4431-6452 3:32:44.31 −27:46:45.2 6.8 −18.63
UDF12-4160-7045 3:32:41.60 −27:47:04.5 6.7 −18.53
UDF12-3402-6504 3:32:34.02 −27:46:50.4 7.2 −18.43
UDF12-4268-7073 3:32:42.68 −27:47:07.3 6.7 −18.37
UDF12-4239-6243 3:32:42.39 −27:46:24.3 7.3 −18.32
UDF12-4472-6362 3:32:44.72 −27:46:36.2 6.9 −18.22
UDF12-4182-6112 3:32:41.82 −27:46:11.2 6.7 −18.20
UDF12-3853-7519 3:32:38.53 −27:47:51.9 7.1 −17.95
UDF12-4068-6498 3:32:40.68 −27:46:49.8 7.0 −17.92
UDF12-3456-6493 3:32:34.56 −27:46:49.3 7.0 −17.92
UDF12-3975-7451 3:32:39.75 −27:47:45.1 6.9 −17.90
UDF12-3734-7192 3:32:37.34 −27:47:19.2 6.7 −17.89
UDF12-3989-6189 3:32:39.89 −27:46:18.9 6.9 −17.88
UDF12-4384-6311 3:32:43.84 −27:46:31.1 7.2 −17.85
UDF12-3696-5536 3:32:36.96 −27:45:53.6 6.5 −17.75
UDF12-3736-6245 3:32:37.36 −27:46:24.5 6.6 −17.74
Notes.
a Coordinates are in J2000.
b Photometric redshifts reported by McLure et al. (2013) if available, otherwise
z = 6.7, which corresponds to the peak of the selection function for z850-
dropouts.
c Total absolute magnitude measured with the stack of the J125 and J140 images,
whose central wavelength corresponds to ∼1570–1780 Å in the rest-frame of
the galaxies.
proposed, we analyze this object as a z ∼ 12 candidate
individually.
In our following analysis, we treat the nine z850-dropouts and
six Y105-dropouts with >15σ detections individually, and also
the four stacked objects at z ∼ 7–8. In addition, we analyze the
stacked z  9 object and the z = 11.9 object.
Note that our bright dropouts have been found in the literature
as summarized in Table 3.
4. SIZES OF GALAXIES AT z ∼ 7–12
The Se´rsic power law (Sersic 1968) is one of the most
frequently used profiles to study galaxy morphology and has
the following form:
Σ(r) = Σe exp
(
−bn
[(
r
re
)1/n
− 1
])
, (1)
where Σe is the surface brightness at the half-light radius re
and n is the Se´rsic index, which is often referred to as the
concentration parameter; larger n values denote steeper inner
3
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Table 2
Y105-dropout Galaxies Used in Our Size Analysis
ID R.A.a Decl.a zphotob MUVc
(h:m:s) (d:m:s) (mag)
L/L∗z=3 = 0.3–1
UDF12-3880-7072 3:32:38.80 −27:47:07.2 7.7 −20.29
UDF12-3952-7174 3:32:39.52 −27:47:17.4 7.9 −20.18
UDF12-4470-6443 3:32:44.70 −27:46:44.3 7.7 −19.95
L/L∗z=3 = 0.12–0.3
UDF12-4314-6285 3:32:43.14 −27:46:28.5 7.3 −19.27
UDF12-3722-8061 3:32:37.22 −27:48:06.1 7.7 −19.20
UDF12-3813-5540 3:32:38.13 −27:45:54.0 8.3 −19.21
UDF12-3780-6001 3:32:37.80 −27:46:00.1 8.1 −18.84
UDF12-3764-6015 3:32:37.64 −27:46:01.5 8.3 −18.75
L/L∗z=3 = 0.048–0.12
UDF12-3939-7040 3:32:39.39 −27:47:04.0 7.8 −18.56
UDF12-4474-6450 3:32:44.74 −27:46:45.0 7.8 −18.41
UDF12-4309-6277 3:32:43.09 −27:46:27.7 8.0 −18.24
UDF12-4309-6260 3:32:43.10 −27:46:26.0 8.0 −18.19
UDF12-3463-6472 3:32:34.63 −27:46:47.2 8.0 −18.14
UDF12-3551-7443 3:32:35.51 −27:47:44.3 8.0 −18.11
UDF12-4336-6203 3:32:43.36 −27:46:20.3 8.0 −18.08
UDF12-4240-6550 3:32:42.40 −27:46:55.0 7.8 −18.01
UDF12-4033-8026 3:32:40.33 −27:48:02.6 7.7 −17.98
UDF12-4308-6242 3:32:43.08 −27:46:24.2 7.6 −17.88
UDF12-3934-7256 3:32:39.34 −27:47:25.6 8.0 −17.85
UDF12-3931-6180 3:32:39.31 −27:46:18.0 7.5 −17.81
UDF12-3881-6343 3:32:38.81 −27:46:34.3 8.0 −17.71
Notes.
a Coordinates are in J2000.
b Photometric redshifts reported by McLure et al. (2013) if available, other-
wise z = 8.0, which corresponds to the peak of the selection function for
Y105-dropouts.
c Total absolute magnitude measured with the stack of the J140 and H160 images,
whose central wavelength corresponds to ∼1570–1760 Å in the rest-frame of
the galaxies.
profiles and highly extended outer wings. The parameter re
is the half-light radius, which holds half of the total flux
inside. To make this definition true, the variable bn depends
on n. We fit the two-dimensional surface brightness profile
using the GALFIT software version 3 (Peng et al. 2002, 2010),
which convolves a galaxy model profile image with a PSF
profile and optimizes the fits using the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm for χ2 minimization. The output parameters include
the centroid coordinates of the objects, their total magnitude,
half-light radius, Se´rsic index n, axis ratio, and position angle.
The half-light radius provided by GALFIT is the radius along
the semimajor axis, a. For each galaxy, we calculate the
circularized half-light radius, re = a
√
b/a, where b/a is the
axis ratio. The initial parameters used for profile fitting are
provided by SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), and all of
the parameters, except for the Se´rsic index, n, are allowed to
vary during the fitting procedure. The Se´rsic index n is fixed
at 1.0, which corresponds to the exponential profile. In this
case, bn = 1.678, which is obtained by solving the following
equation: γ (2n, bn) = Γ(2n)/2, where γ is the incomplete
gamma function, and Γ is the gamma function. Although
Oesch et al. (2010a) set the Se´rsic index n to be 1.5 during
their analysis, we confirm that measured sizes show very little
difference if we use n = 1.5. Noise images, required to weight
individual pixels in the fit, are taken to be the root mean square
(rms) maps generated from variance maps provided by the data
reduction. We also use segmentation images which are produced
by SExtractor, to mask objects other than the object we are
interested in during the profile fitting.
4.1. Simulations of Systematic Effects
Low surface brightness in the outskirts of a galaxy may not
be correctly measured by GALFIT, leading to systematically
low measured half-light radii and/or total magnitudes. The
differences in PSF sizes of the filters used in this study15 may
also cause systematic effects on size measurements. In order to
quantify and correct for any such systematic effects, we use the
following simulations.
First, we use GALFIT to produce galaxy images whose Se´rsic
index n is fixed at 1.0, half-light radius re is randomly chosen
between 0.5 and 10.5 pixels, and total magnitude is randomly
chosen between 26 and 30 mag. Then we convolve them with
a PSF image which is a composite of bright and unsaturated
stellar objects in the HUDF (Pirzkal et al. 2005). Figure 1 shows
the measured PSFs for the J125 + J140, J140 + H160, and H160
images. The PSF-convolved galaxy images are inserted into
empty regions of the original images before being analyzed in
an identical manner to the true galaxy sample.
Figure 2 displays the results of size measurements of our
simulated galaxies. The panels show r (in)e versus r (out)e for each
image at two different magnitude ranges (26 < m(out) < 27
and 27 < m(out) < 28). We see that measurements for
all images give low systematic offsets for objects with sizes
smaller than ∼4 pixels, although at larger sizes the profiles are
progressively underestimated as the surface brightness of the
objects decreases. The systematics are also seen to be larger
for the fainter objects. We also use these simulation results for
estimating statistical errors in the measurements.
Figure 3 shows the results for measured total magnitudes
compared to input magnitude. This time the results are displayed
in two size bins (0.5 < r (out)e < 2.5 pixels, 2.5 < r (out)e <
4.5 pixels) for each image. The results for the smaller size
bin show that the total measured magnitude is robust down to
∼28 mag. For objects fainter than this the measured magnitude is
systematically fainter than the intrinsic value, and the statistical
errors increase. The trend is similar for both size bins but the
results for larger objects show greater systematic offsets and
statistical uncertainties.
Note that the input axis ratio is fixed at b/a = 1 in the
simulations. To investigate the effect of changing this input
value on the systematic and statistical uncertainties, we created
images with n = 1, re = 2.5 pixels, which is comparable to
the size of the stacked objects and the z ∼ 12 object, total
magnitude m(in) = 26.5–28.5 mag, and axis ratios ranging from
b/a = 0.2 to 1. We convolve these images with the PSF, insert
them into blank sky regions, and run GALFIT to measure their
best-fit parameters in a similar way to that noted above. The
results for the H160 image are shown in Figure 4. We find
that the output re is systematically smaller than its input value
and that this difference increases for fainter galaxies (by up to
∼30% on average at m(in) = 28.5). However, this bias does
not depend significantly on the input axis ratio. Thus, a simple
correction for this bias can be made. However, if the axis ratio
is smaller than 1, the statistical uncertainties do increase. At the
faintest magnitude, the standard deviation increases by ∼40%
15 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/currentIHB/
c07_ir07.html
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Figure 1. Contours of PSF images in J125 + J140 (left), J140 + H160 (middle), and H160 (right). The half-light radii of the PSFs are 0.119 arcsec (3.97 pixels) in
J125 + J140, 0.124 arcsec (4.14 pixels) in J140 + H160, and 0.123 arcsec (4.12 pixels) in H160.
Table 3
Bright z850- and Y105-dropout Galaxies in the HUDF Reported in the Literature
ID (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Bright z850-dropouts
UDF12-4258-6567 UDF-640-1417 . . . UDFz-42566566 688 1441 A032 zD1 HUDF.z.4444 UDFz-42566566 HUDF-658
UDF12-3746-6328 . . . . . . . . . 837 769 . . . . . . . . . . . . HUDF-796
UDF12-4256-7314 UDF-387-1125 . . . UDFz-42577314 1144 2432 A008 zD3 HUDF.z.6433 UDFz-42567314 . . .
UDF12-4219-6278 . . . . . . . . . 1464 649 . . . . . . HUDF.z.2677 UDFz-42196278 HUDF-1442
UDF12-3677-7536 . . . . . . UDFz-36777536 1911 2894 . . . . . . HUDF.z.7462 UDFz-36777536 HUDF-1473
UDF12-4105-7156 . . . . . . UDFz-41057156 2066 2013 A017 . . . . . . . . . . . .
UDF12-3958-6565 . . . . . . UDFz-39586565 1915 1445 A033 . . . . . . UDFz-39576564 HUDF-1995
UDF12-3744-6513 . . . . . . UDFz-37446513 1880 1289 A040 . . . HUDF.z.4121 UDFz-37446512 HUDF-1632
UDF12-3638-7162 . . . . . . UDFz-36387163 1958 2032 A016 zD6 HUDF.z.5659 UDFz-36377163 HUDF-1818
Bright Y105-dropouts
UDF12-3880-7072 UDF-983-964 HUDF-480 UDFz-38807073 835 1768 A025 zD2 HUDF.z.5141 UDFy-38807071 HUDF-860
UDF12-4470-6443 . . . . . . UDFz-44716442 1107 1106 A044 zD7 . . . UDFy-44706443 HUDF-1173
UDF12-3952-7174 . . . . . . . . . a 1422 2055 B041 . . . b . . . UDFy-39537174 . . .
UDF12-4314-6285 . . . . . . UDFz-43146285 1678 669 A060 zD5 HUDF.z.2714 UDFy-43136284 HUDF-1419
UDF12-3722-8061 . . . . . . UDFz-37228061 1574 3053 A003 zD9 . . . UDFy-37218061 HUDF-1660
UDF12-3813-5540 . . . . . . UDFy-38135539 1721 125 B115 YD3 HUDF.YD3 UDFy-38125539 HUDF-2003
Bright z > 8.5 candidates
UDF12-3954-6284 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . UDFj-39546284 . . .
Notes. UDF12-4258-6567 has been spectroscopically confirmed by Fontana et al. (2010). Brammer et al. (2013) have reported a 2.7σ detection of an emission line at
∼1.6 μm from UDF12-3954-6284. If it is real, it could be Lyα at z = 12.12.
a Close to UDFz-39557176.
b Close to zD4.
References. (1) Bouwens et al. 2008; (2) Oesch et al. 2009; (3) Oesch et al. 2010b and Bouwens et al. 2010; (4) McLure et al. 2010; (5) Finkelstein et al. 2010;
(6) Yan et al. 2010; (7) Bunker et al. 2010; (8) Wilkins et al. 2011 and Lorenzoni et al. 2011; (9) Bouwens et al. 2011b and Bouwens et al. 2011a; (10) McLure et al.
2011.
if the input axis ratio is 0.2. Although this means the statistical
uncertainties in the measured, circularized radii will then be
underestimated, the effect is small in most cases.
In summary, our simulations show thatGALFITmeasurements
of half-light radii and total magnitudes are systematically
underestimated for faint objects. We correct for systematic
effects in the half-light radii and total magnitudes using the
measured offsets in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Note that the
errors on re and total magnitude reported in this paper are also
taken from these simulations.
4.2. GALFIT Measurements
We perform surface brightness profile fitting for our samples
at z ∼ 7–12, using GALFIT and making use of our simulation
results to correct for any systematic effects. We analyze each of
the objects with >15σ detections individually (9 z850-dropouts,
6 Y105-dropouts), as well as the z = 11.9 object, which is
formally detected at ∼8σ . We extend the analysis to fainter
magnitudes using stacked observations. The fainter z850- and
Y105-dropouts are split into two luminosity bins before stacking
(0.12 < L/L∗z=3 < 0.3 and 0.048 < L/L∗z=3 < 0.12), whereas
we group all z ∼ 9 candidates into a single stack.
Figure 5 presents the results of Se´rsic profile fitting for
the 9 bright z850-dropouts. Shown, from left to right, are the
3′′ × 3′′ cut-outs of the original image, the best-fit model
produced by GALFIT, the residual images (original image −
best-fit profile), and the segmentation maps used for masking
all the neighboring objects during the profile fitting. Figure 6
similarly shows the results for the 6 bright Y105-dropouts. All
the objects are cleanly subtracted in the residual images. Note,
however that three of the objects (two of the brightest z850-
dropouts, UDF12-4258-6567 and UDF12-3746-6327, as well as
one of the Y105-dropouts, UDF12-3952-7173) are significantly
blended with neighboring objects in the original images.16 In
16 The question of whether each sub-component in these images is associated
and therefore represents a source at z ∼ 7–8 can be addressed by using our
rigorous optical non-detection criterion and examining the left panels in
Figures 5 and 6.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 2. Panels (a) and (b), (c) and (d), and (e) and (f) show the results of our simulations for z850-dropouts, Y105-dropouts, and z > 8.5 candidates, respectively.
These figures show output radius r (out)e vs. input half-light radius r (in)e for a range of output magnitudes, m(out) = 26–27 (a, c, e) and 27–28 mag (b, d, f). The red filled
circles and the red error bars denote the average value and the relevant rms. The blue dashed line shows the relation of r (out)e = r (in)e .
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 3. Panels (a) and (b), (c) and (d), and (e) and (f) show the results of our simulations for z850-dropouts, Y105-dropouts, and z > 8.5 candidates, respectively.
These figures show output magnitude m(out) vs. input magnitude m(in) for a range of output half-light radii, r (out)e = 0.5–2.5 (a, c, e) and 2.5–4.5 pixels (b, d, f). The
red filled circles and the red error bars denote the average value and the relevant rms. The blue dashed line shows the relation of m(out) = m(in). The black arrow shows
the value of m(out) (aperture corrected) which corresponds to S/N = 15.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
addition, one of the Y105-dropouts, UDF12-4470-6442, shows
two cores. The uncertainties in the derived profile parameters
for these objects will therefore be larger than for other isolated
objects.
Although some of the objects in our samples have been
analyzed in a previous paper by Oesch et al. (2010a), as those
authors do not provide a list of sizes for each candidate explicitly,
a direct comparison is not possible. The only exception is
UDFz-42566566. In Section 2 of their paper, they mention that
they have treated this object as a two-component source and
measured their sizes separately, and reported that the fainter
component has a half-light radius of 0.5 kpc and the brighter
one has a half-light radius of 0.8 kpc. We have selected the
fainter component as UDF12-4258-6567, and obtained its half-
light radius, re = 0.48 ± 0.03 kpc, which is in good agreement
with the result by Oesch et al. (2010a). Note that the brighter
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Figure 4. Relative difference between the input and output half-light radii of
galaxies in our simulations as a function of input magnitude. The filled circles
and the open triangles, squares, diamonds, and pentagons denote the average
differences between input half-light radius r (in)e and output radius r (out)e with
input axis ratio of b/a = 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively.
component is not included in our sample, due to our rigorous
non-detection criterion in the optical.
Figure 7 shows the profile fitting result for the z ∼ 12 object,
UDF12-3954-6284. Since the magnitude of the z ∼ 12 object
in H160 measured with 0.′′50 diameter aperture is 29.2 mag,
corresponding to S/N ∼ 8, the profile fitting for this object
is quite challenging. Actually, the best-fit model galaxy profile
seems more elongated than that in the original image shown
in Figure 7, which would overestimate of its total magnitude.
At least, the residual image in Figure 7 does not clearly show
any noticeable residuals around the central position, although
the uncertainties of the fitting parameters are relatively large as
inferred from the moderate S/N ratio. If we measure the curve
of growth for this object, using progressively larger circular
apertures, we find that the magnitude saturates at 28.8 mag
within an aperture diameter ∼0.′′45. We also find by this robust
method that the half-light of the source is covered by about 0.′′35
diameter aperture, and after considering the PSF broadening
effect, we obtain its half-light radius, rhl = 0.45 kpc, which
is consistent with the GALFIT measurement within ∼1σ , and is
also nearly equal to the value reported by Bouwens et al. (2013),
∼0.5 kpc.
Additionally, we note that this object has an unusual morphol-
ogy. It is visually confirmed that the z ∼ 12 object has a diffuse
filamentary structure stretching from northeast to southwest,
although the significance is very low. This has been already
mentioned very recently by Bouwens et al. (2013). Figure 8
shows the cutout H160 images of this object from various sub-
sets and the full data. The diffuse structure is seen in the full
(2009 + 2012) data and in the 2009 data. The 2009b cutout also
shows a low-S/N filament, and the 2009a cutout has a similar
pattern along the same direction. If this diffuse filament is in-
deed associated with the source at z ∼ 12, it corresponds to
its bright UV continuum and/or Lyα, which would suggest that
this object is experiencing a major merger event, leading to their
high star formation activity. This star formation enhancement
may explain the visibility of such a high-redshift galaxy.
Figures 9 and 10 show profile fitting results for the
stacked z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts, respectively, whose
UV luminosities are L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3 (top) and L =(0.048–0.12)L∗z=3 (bottom). Also shown in Figure 11 is the pro-
file fitting result for the stacked z  9 candidates. Note that we
Figure 5. Se´rsic profile fitting results for bright z850-dropouts found in the
HUDF main field. Shown, from left to right, are the 3′′ × 3′′ cut-outs of the
original image, the best-fit model profile images, the residual images which
are made by subtracting the best-fit images from the original ones, and the
segmentation maps used for masking all the neighboring objects during the
profile fitting.
also make averaged (not median-stacked) images and perform
profile fitting using GALFIT, which yields similar fitting results,
although for some of the average stacks, GALFIT does not pro-
vide a reasonable fit due to severe confusion with neighboring
objects.
In the brightest luminosity bin, L = (0.3–1)L∗z=3, we
do not perform a stacking analysis, since the numbers
of the dropouts are small (3 for z850-dropouts and 3 for
Y105-dropouts) and the stacked images are significantly con-
fused by neighboring objects. Instead, we calculate their aver-
age sizes and magnitudes; re = 0.64 ± 0.32 kpc and MUV =
−20.17 ± 0.32 mag (z ∼ 7) and re = 0.65 ± 0.28 kpc and
MUV = −20.14 ± 0.14 mag (z ∼ 8).
The best-fit parameters are summarized in Table 4 for the
z850-dropouts, Table 5 for the Y105-dropouts, and Table 6 for the
z > 8.5 candidates. The weighted means of half-light radii for
the z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts with L = (0.05–1)L∗z=3 are
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Table 4
Surface Brightness Profile Fitting Results for Bright z850-dropouts
Object ID m(ap)UV a nb mUVc MUVd ree
(mag) (mag) (mag) (kpc)
S/N > 15, L/L∗z=3 = 0.3–1
UDF12-3746-6328 27.38 1.0 26.25 ± 0.06 −20.54 ± 0.06 1.09 ± 0.09
UDF12-4258-6567 27.41 1.0 26.74 ± 0.05 −20.22 ± 0.05 0.48 ± 0.03
UDF12-4256-7314 27.73 1.0 27.23 ± 0.05 −19.75 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.05
S/N > 15, L/L∗z=3 = 0.12–0.3
UDF12-4219-6278 28.09 1.0 27.74 ± 0.10 −19.13 ± 0.10 0.25 ± 0.07
UDF12-3677-7536 28.22 1.0 27.82 ± 0.11 −19.00 ± 0.11 0.37 ± 0.09
UDF12-4105-7156 28.30 1.0 27.98 ± 0.13 −18.98 ± 0.13 0.20 ± 0.08
UDF12-3958-6565 28.33 1.0 27.87 ± 0.11 −19.02 ± 0.11 0.40 ± 0.10
UDF12-3744-6513 28.38 1.0 28.02 ± 0.13 −18.85 ± 0.13 0.15 ± 0.09
UDF12-3638-7162 28.41 1.0 28.05 ± 0.14 −18.79 ± 0.14 0.10 ± 0.08
Stack
UDF12z-stack1 (L/L∗ = 0.12–0.3) 28.33 1.0 27.94 ± 0.12 −18.93 ± 0.12 0.28 ± 0.09
UDF12z-stack2 (L/L∗ = 0.048–0.12) 29.20 1.0 28.73 ± 0.26 −18.19 ± 0.26 0.35 ± 0.14
Notes.
a Measured in 0.′′46 diameter aperture with the stack of the J125 and J140 images.
b Se´rsic index. This is fixed, not measured.
c Total magnitude measured by GALFIT. The systematic effect is considered.
d Total absolute magnitude calculated using zphoto if available, otherwise z = 6.7, which corresponds to the peak of the selection function for z850-dropouts.
e Circularized half-light radius re = a
√
b/a, where a is the radius along the major axis, and b/a is the axis ratio.
Table 5
Surface Brightness Profile Fitting Results for Bright Y105-dropouts
Object ID m(ap)UV a nb mUVc MUVd ree
(mag) (mag) (mag) (kpc)
S/N > 15, L/L∗z=3 = 0.3–1
UDF12-3879-7072 27.21 1.0 26.80 ± 0.03 −20.29 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.02
UDF12-4470-6443 27.69 1.0 27.13 ± 0.08 −19.95 ± 0.08 0.59 ± 0.08
UDF12-3952-7174 28.10 1.0 26.95 ± 0.10 −20.18 ± 0.10 1.03 ± 0.19
S/N > 15, L/L∗z=3 = 0.12–0.3
UDF12-4314-6285 28.10 1.0 27.73 ± 0.08 −19.27 ± 0.08 0.33 ± 0.06
UDF12-3722-8061 28.28 1.0 27.89 ± 0.10 −19.20 ± 0.10 0.19 ± 0.06
UDF12-3813-5540 28.33 1.0 27.99 ± 0.11 −19.21 ± 0.11 0.10 ± 0.05
Stack
UDF12y-stack1 (L/L∗ = 0.12–0.3) 28.37 1.0 27.98 ± 0.11 −19.15 ± 0.11 0.31 ± 0.08
UDF12y-stack2 (L/L∗ = 0.048–0.12) 29.47 1.0 28.90 ± 0.29 −18.23 ± 0.29 0.36 ± 0.13
Notes.
a Measured in 0.′′50 diameter aperture with the stack of the J140 and H160 images.
b Se´rsic index. This is fixed, not measured.
c Total magnitude measured by GALFIT. The systematic effect is considered.
d Total absolute magnitude calculated using zphoto if available, otherwise z = 8.0, which corresponds to the peak of the selection function for Y105-dropouts.
e Circularized half-light radius re = a
√
b/a, where a is the radius along the major axis, and b/a is the axis ratio.
0.32 ± 0.07 kpc and 0.34 ± 0.07 kpc, respectively. In the next
section, we present the size–luminosity relation, and investigate
the redshift evolution of galaxy sizes and SFR surface densities
based on these results.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our measurements of half-light radii in Tables 4–6 show very
small values, typically 0.5 kpc (see also filled symbols in
Figure 12). The average half-light radii of the dropouts are only
0.3–0.4 kpc at z ∼ 7–8 (Section 4.2) and at z > 8.5 (Table 6).
The half-light radius of our z ∼ 12 candidate is also remarkably
small, 0.32 ± 0.14 kpc. Even including the 1σ uncertainties,
these half-light radii are, coincidentally, just as large as those of
giant molecular associations (GMAs) with a mass of ∼107 M	
found in the local universe (e.g., Vogel et al. 1988; Rand &
Kulkarni 1990; Tosaki et al. 2007).
5.1. Size–Luminosity Relation of Galaxies at z ∼ 7–8
We investigate the relation between size and luminosity,
i.e., the size–luminosity relation, at each redshift. Figure 12
presents the size–luminosity relation for our z850-dropout and
Y105-dropout galaxies at z ∼ 7–8. Our z > 8.5 galaxy candidates
are not shown, because we cannot constrain the relation with
only two measurements (one from an individual object and one
8
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Table 6
Surface Brightness Profile Fitting Results for z > 8.5 Candidates
Object ID R.A.a Decl.a m(ap)UV b nc mUVd MUVe ref
(h:m:s) (d:m:s) (mag) (mag) (mag) (kpc)
UDF12-3954-6284 3:32:39.54 −27:46:28.4 29.24 1.0 28.47 ± 0.25 −20.41 ± 0.25 0.32 ± 0.14
Stack
UDF12hz-stack 29.69 1.0 29.11 ± 0.49 −18.21 ± 0.49 0.35 ± 0.16
Notes.
a Coordinates are in J2000.
b Measured in 0.′′50 diameter aperture with the H160 image.
c Se´rsic index. This is fixed, not measured.
d Total magnitude measured by GALFIT. The systematic effect is considered. For UDF12-3954-6284, this might be overestimated, since the best-fit model
galaxy profile seems more elongated than that in the original image shown in Figure 7. If we measure the curve of growth for this source, the magnitude
saturates at 28.8 mag (see Section 4.2).
e Total absolute magnitude. We calculate it with zphoto = 11.9 for UDF12-3954-6284, considering IGM absorption shortward of its Lyα wavelength. We use
the average photometric redshift, zphoto = 9.0 for the stacked object.
f Circularized half-light radius re = a
√
b/a, where a is the radius along the major axis, and b/a is the axis ratio.
Figure 6. Se´rsic profile fitting results for bright Y105-dropouts found in the
HUDF main field. Shown, from left to right, are the 3′′ × 3′′ cut-outs of the
original image, the best-fit model profile images, the residual images which
are made by subtracting the best-fit images from the original ones, and the
segmentation maps used for masking all the neighboring objects during the
profile fitting.
Figure 7. Se´rsic profile fitting results for the z ∼ 12 source, UDF12-3954-6284.
Shown, from left to right, are the 3′′ × 3′′ cut-outs of the original image, the
best-fit model profile images, the residual images which are made by subtracting
the best-fit images from the original ones, and the segmentation maps used for
masking all the neighboring objects during the profile fitting.
Figure 8. 3′′×3′′ cut-outs of the z ∼ 12 source UDF12-3954-6284 from various
subsets of the WFC3/IR H160-band observations. From left to right, the first
half of the 2009 dataset, the second half of the 2009 dataset, the full 53-orbit
2009 dataset, the 26-orbit 2012, and the full 84-orbit dataset (including 2009,
2012, and other exposures in this field).
Figure 9. Same as Figure 5, except that the objects are the stacked
z850-dropouts, whose UV luminosities are L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3 (top) and
L = (0.048–0.12)L∗z=3 (bottom).
Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, except that the objects are the stacked
Y105-dropouts.
Figure 11. Same as Figure 9, except that the object is the stacked z ∼ 9 object.
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Figure 12. Size–luminosity relation for z850-dropouts (top) and Y105-dropouts
(bottom). The filled circles correspond to the stacked objects with UV luminosi-
ties of L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3, L = (0.048–0.12)L∗z=3, and the averaged values
of the objects with L = (0.3–1)L∗z=3. The filled squares show the bright objects
detected at >15σ without any blending with neighboring sources, while the
crosses show the objects detected in more than 15σ and blended with a neigh-
boring source. The open triangles in the top panel are taken from Grazian et al.
(2012). The dashed curves in each figure correspond to a constant star formation
rate density ΣSFR [M	 yr−1 kpc−2] = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10 from top to bottom.
from the stack). In Figure 12, fainter galaxies have a smaller
half-light radius than brighter galaxies. This trend is the same as
those of local galaxies (de Jong & Lacey 2000) as well as high-
z dropout galaxies studied by Grazian et al. (2012). Because
the luminosity of a galaxy depends on two physical quantities
(surface brightness and size), one needs to clarify which quantity
is dominant in shaping the size–luminosity relation. We define
SFR surface density, ΣSFR, as the average SFR in a circle whose
radius is re,
ΣSFR [M	 yr−1 kpc−2] ≡ SFR/2
πr2e
. (2)
A multiplicative factor of 1/2 is applied since the SFR is
estimated from the total magnitude in the rest-frame UV.
In the case that dust extinction is negligible, a rest-frame
UV luminosity density approximately correlates with an SFR
(Kennicutt 1998a),
SFR (M	 yr−1) = 1.4 × 10−28Lν (erg s−1 Hz−1). (3)
From Equations (2) and (3), we obtain
MUV = −2.5 log
(
ΣSFR r2e
1.4 × 10−28 · 2 · (10 pc (cm))2
)
− 48.6.
(4)
Figure 13. Top: evolution of the half-light radius across the redshift range from
z ∼ 2–12 in (0.3–1)L∗z=3. The filled circles show the average sizes of our
z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts, and the size of the z ∼ 12 object. The open
symbols are taken from the literature; the open squares and triangles are dropout
galaxies taken from Oesch et al. (2010a), the open diamonds are from Bouwens
et al. (2004). After excluding the sample overlaps, we fit simple functions of
(1 +z)s with the data in both luminosity bins, and obtain s = −1.30+0.12−0.14, which
is shown as the solid line. The dotted and dashed lines correspond to the case
of s = −1.0 and −1.5, respectively. Bottom: evolution of the half-light radius
across the redshift range from z ∼ 4–8 in (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3. The open and filled
black symbols denote the same as those in the top panel. The gray filled circles
are dropout galaxies in the fainter luminosity bin, (0.048–0.12)L∗z=3. The solid,
dotted, and dashed lines are the same as those in the top figure.
In Figure 12, we show constant SFR surface densities of
ΣSFR = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, and 10 (M	 yr−1 kpc−2) with dashed lines.
We find that most of the individual galaxies and stacked galaxies
fall in the range ofΣSFR  1–10 within their uncertainties. These
results indicate that both bright and faint z ∼ 7–8 galaxies have
similar SFR surface densities of ΣSFR  1–10, and that the
size–luminosity relation at each redshift is mainly determined
by the size of galaxies that have a similar SFR surface density.
5.2. Size Evolution and Its Implications
for Galaxy Formation
We then investigate the size evolution. Since the half-light ra-
dius depends on luminosity, as displayed by the size–luminosity
relation, we carefully compare the half-light radii of our dropout
galaxies within a fixed magnitude range. Figure 13 presents the
average half-light radius as a function of redshift for our dropout
galaxies at z ∼ 7–12 with (0.3–1)L∗z=3 and (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3, to-
gether with dropout galaxies at z ∼ 4–8 taken from the litera-
ture. Our measurements of average half-light radii are consistent
with those from the previous studies at z ∼ 7–8, where we see
overlap with previous measurements. Note that the sizes of our
z ∼ 7 galaxies in the fainter luminosity bin are marginally
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discrepant with that estimated by Oesch et al. (2010a). As dis-
cussed earlier, unfortunately a galaxy-by-galaxy comparison is
not possible. There are two possible reasons for this difference.
First, the current paper deals with UDF12 data of much greater
depth than that analyzed by Oesch et al. (2010a) who used only
the first epoch of the HUDF09 survey. Second, our sample se-
lection criteria are somewhat different as discussed by Schenker
et al. (2013). Figure 13 indicates that the average half-light ra-
dius decreases with redshift from z ∼ 4 to 8, which is consistent
with the claims of previous studies (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2004;
Bouwens et al. 2004; Hathi et al. 2008; Oesch et al. 2010a).
UDF12 provides us with the deepest ever near-infrared
images of the HUDF, allowing our study to extend the dynamic
range of redshift in the size evolution analysis from z ∼ 8 to
z ∼ 12, and identifies that the decreasing trend holds up to
z ∼ 12 as shown in Figure 13, if the putative z ∼ 12 source is
real. Although the statistical uncertainty of the measurements
is large, the half-light radius of z ∼ 12 is re = 0.32 ± 0.14
kpc in the luminosity bin of (0.3–1)L∗z=3, which is significantly
smaller than that of z ∼ 6 by a factor of three. Note that we
can only plot the half-light radius at z ∼ 12 on the panel of
(0.3–1)L∗z=3 in Figure 13, because there are no z ∼ 12 galaxies
with (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3 in the UDF12 data. Similarly, our stack of
z > 8.5 galaxies have a luminosity fainter than (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3,
which is too faint to be compared with the baseline of the average
half-light radii at z ∼ 4–6. However, our results of z > 7
galaxies at these faint magnitudes, which are shown as gray
filled circles in the bottom panel of Figure 13, are consistent
with the decreasing trend of the half-light radius, albeit with
large errors.
This decreasing trend may be explained by the evolution of
the host dark halo radius. According to the analytic model in
the hierarchical structure formation framework of ΛCDM (see,
e.g., Mo et al. 1998; Mo & White 2002; Ferguson et al. 2004),
the virial radius of a dark matter halo is given by
rvir =
(
GMvir
100H (z)2
)1/3
, (5)
where H (z) is the Hubble parameter and Mvir is the virial mass
of the halo. The virial radius is also expressed as a function of
the circular velocity of the dark halo by
rvir = vvir10H (z) . (6)
Since H (z) is approximated by ∼(1 + z)3/2 in a flat universe
at high redshifts, the redshift evolution of the virial radius
is rvir ∝ H (z)−2/3 ∼ (1 + z)−1 for constant halo mass and
rvir ∝ H (z)−1 ∼ (1 + z)−1.5 for constant velocity.
Figure 13 shows the radius–redshift relation of dark matter
halos for the case of constant halo mass and constant velocity.
Previous studies investigating the radius–redshift relation in the
redshift range 4 < z < 8 reach two different conclusions.
Bouwens et al. (2004, 2006) claim that the relation is roughly
(1 + z)−1, suggestive that the sizes of disks scale with constant
halo mass, while Ferguson et al. (2004) and Hathi et al.
(2008) argue that (1 + z)−1.5, i.e., the constant velocity case,
is preferable. We fit the radius–redshift relation over a wider
range of redshift (extending to z ∼ 12) with a function of
(1 + z)s , where s is a free parameter. We take into account our
size measurements: for the brighter bin, the average sizes of
z850- and Y105-dropouts and the size of the z ∼ 12 source, and
for the fainter bin, the measured sizes of the stacks of z850-
and Y105-dropouts with L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3. In addition, we
use the results reported in the literature: the average sizes at
z = 2.5 (Bouwens et al. 2004) and the average sizes at z = 4–6
(Oesch et al. 2010a).17 We fit the following two functions to
the data, log re = s log(1 + z) + a1 for L = (0.3–1)L∗z=3 and
log re = s log(1 + z) + a2 for L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3, where s,
a1, and a2 are free parameters. Varying the three parameters,
we search for the best-fitting set of (s, a1, a2) that minimizes
χ2. The best-fit parameters are s = −1.30+0.12−0.14, a1 = 1.00+0.09−0.07,
and a2 = 0.88+0.08−0.09. Note that the best-fit parameters do not
change significantly even if the putative z  12 object is in
the fainter UV luminosity bin, which might be the case when
its H160 magnitude is boosted by a strong line emission as
Ellis et al. (2013) proposed (see also Brammer et al. 2013).
We have checked that exclusion of the putative z  12
object produces no significant change in our results, but it is
nevertheless interesting that its size conforms with the trend
established at slightly lower redshifts. We note that these results
are clearly consistent with the redshift trend derived by Oesch
et al. (2010a) from the early UDF09 data, as they reported
s = −1.12 ± 0.17 for galaxies with luminosities in the range
L = (0.3–1)L∗z=3, and s = −1.32 ± 0.52 for the fainter galaxies
with L = (0.12–0.3)L∗z=3.18 However, our derived value for s
is more accurate, both because of the improved data and galaxy
samples provided by UDF12, and because we have chosen to fit
a single value of s to both the bright and more modest luminosity
galaxies.
It should be noted again that the above simple constant mass
or constant velocity models assume that the stellar to halo size
ratio does not change over this redshift range (Mo et al. 1998). To
properly interpret our result, more realistic models are needed
which carefully treat the stellar to halo size ratio, as well as
consider effects on galaxy sizes from galaxy mergers, torquing,
and feedback, based on a hierarchical galaxy formation scenario
over the full redshift range (e.g., Somerville et al. 2008). These
size measurements of high-redshift galaxies provide a launching
point for a theoretical understanding of the structure of such
galaxies, which has only recently been attempted but is of critical
importance in understanding their properties (e.g., Mun˜oz &
Furlanetto 2012).
Figure 14 presents the average star formation surface density,
ΣSFR, as a function of redshift. Note that the measurements are
shown up to z ∼ 8 in Figure 14, because the uncertainty of
the z ∼ 12 measurements are too large to place a meaningful
constraint. Our galaxies at z > 7 have ΣSFR ∼ 2. ΣSFR appears
to increase toward high redshifts. In fact, this increase of ΣSFR
is expected from the decreasing trend of galaxy size at a given
luminosity (Figure 13). Since ΣSFR is proportional to the UV
luminosity density in the case of no dust extinction, Figure 14
indicates that UV luminosity surface brightness is higher for
z ∼ 7–8 galaxies than for z ∼ 4–5 galaxies by a factor of
2–3. Figure 14 has data points of dust-corrected ΣSFR. The dust-
extinction corrected ΣSFR is significantly larger than uncorrected
ΣSFR at z ∼ 4–5, while almost no difference is found at z > 6.
Oesch et al. (2010a) claim that the dust-extinction corrected
ΣSFR is roughly constant over the redshift range of z ∼ 3–7.
17 For the fitting, we do not utilize the GALFIT measurements by Oesch et al.
(2010a), which they did not use as their fiducial ones. Note that the fitting
result is consistent within 1σ , if we include the GALFIT measurements instead
of their SExtractor measurements.
18 The results may indicate that the sizes of galaxies in the faint UV
luminosity bin evolve faster than those in the bright UV luminosity bin,
although the uncertainties in the fitting are large.
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Figure 14. Evolution of the SFR surface density ΣSFR as a function of redshift,
for dropouts in the brightest luminosity bin, L = (0.3–1)L∗z=3. The filled circles
correspond to our z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts. The open squares are taken
from Oesch et al. (2010a), showing their dropout galaxies, while the open
circles are the same objects but corrected for dust absorption. The dotted line
and dashed line show the case with a constant UV luminosity L = L∗z=3 and
0.3L∗z=3, respectively, given that their half-light radii follow the simple relation
of (1 + z)s , which is derived in Section 5 and shown in Figure 13.
Extending their study, we find this constant ΣSFR up to z ∼ 8.19
Dotted and dashed lines in Figure 14 show the ΣSFR values for
L∗z=3 and 0.3L∗z=3 expected from the best-fit size evolution of(1 + z)s . These lines imply that one would find galaxies with
extremely high ΣSFR at z  10 and beyond. A simple increase
of the average ΣSFR is not expected, however. This is because
the typical UV luminosity, L∗, is fainter at higher redshifts and
galaxies with (0.3–1.0)L∗z=3 are quite rare at z  10. In this
sense, even higher-redshift galaxies cannot take an extremely
high average ΣSFR beyond ∼3–10 M	 yr−1 kpc−2. In the local
universe, the SFR surface densities of normal disk galaxies are
about 0.01 M	 yr−1 kpc−2, smaller than what we have found
for z ∼ 4–8 dropouts. The centers of normal disk galaxies,
on the other hand, reach about 1 M	 yr−1 kpc−2 (Figure 6
of Kennicutt 1998b; see also Momose et al. 2010), which is
comparable to ΣSFR of z ∼ 4–8 dropouts. Note that some local
starbursts show comparableΣSFR to z ∼ 4–8 dropouts. However,
because local starbursts, especially nuclear starbursts, have high
ΣSFR up to 100–1000 M	 yr−1 kpc−2 (Kennicutt 1998b), the
star formation surface density of dropout galaxies at z ∼ 4–8
is significantly smaller than those of the extreme population
found in the local universe, which indicates that star formation
in dropout galaxies is not as rapid as that of local extreme
starbursts. Speculatively, because high-z dropouts are metal-
and dust-poor galaxies (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2012), gas cooling
in a given amount of molecular clouds of high-z dropouts would
be less efficient than that of local starbursts.
6. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have presented sizes of dropout galaxy
candidates at z ∼ 7–12 identified by the 2012 Hubble Ultra
Deep Field campaign. We have stacked the new F140W image
with the existing F125W image and the deeper F160W image,
to maximize the available depth at rest-frame wavelengths
19 Since the uncertainties are not insignificant, we cannot exclude the
possibility that ΣSFR is modestly decreasing with cosmic time. Ideally we seek
improved statistical accuracy by increasing the number of z ∼ 4–8 galaxies in
the same luminosity range.
λrest  1600–1700 Å for z850-dropout and Y105-dropout samples
respectively, allowing secure size measurement from >15σ
detections. The extremely deep F105W data ensures that z > 8
candidates are robust, extending the redshift range of reliable
objects. We have performed surface brightness profile fitting for
our samples at z ∼ 7–12. Our measurements have shown that the
average half-light radii of galaxies are very small, 0.3–0.4 kpc
at z ∼ 7–12. Such sizes are, perhaps coincidentally, comparable
to the sizes of GMAs in local star-forming galaxies.
Combining our new results at z  7–12 with existing average
size measurements previously reported for dropout galaxies at
z  4–7, we have investigated the size evolution of dropout
galaxies. We have confirmed the trend for size to decrease with
increasing redshift (at a given luminosity) and have shown that
this trend appears to extend out to z  12. Motivated by the fact
that, at least qualitatively, the sizes of the brighter (0.3–1.0L∗z=3)
and somewhat fainter (0.12–0.3L∗z=3) dropout galaxies show a
similar trend with redshift, we have attempted to model the
size evolution of both samples together with a function of the
form (1 + z)s over the redshift range z  4–12. The result is a
best-fitting parameter value of s = −1.30+0.12−0.14, approximately
midway between the physically expected evolution for baryons
embedded in dark halos of constant mass (s = −1) and constant
velocity (s = −1.5). This evolution is consistent with that
derived by Oesch et al. (2010a), albeit our derived evolution
with redshift is slightly steeper than that derived by Oesch et al.
(2010a) for the brighter galaxies. We have checked that our
best-fitting value of s is not significantly affected if the putative
z  12 galaxy is excluded, but it is interesting that this object
has a half-light radius which is perfectly consistent with our
best-fitting relation.
We have also found that a clear size–luminosity relation,
such as that found at lower redshift, is also evident in both our
z850- and Y105-dropout samples. This relation can be interpreted
in terms of a constant surface density of star formation over a
range in luminosity of 0.05–1.0L∗z=3. These size–redshift and
size–luminosity relations suggest that galaxy sizes at z > 4 are
not simply decided by the evolution of the constant mass or
velocity of the parent halo and/or follow in the evolution of the
stellar to halo size ratio with a similar SFR density.
Finally, our results also strengthen previous claims that the
star formation surface density in dropout galaxies is broadly
unchanged from z  4 to z  8 at ΣSFR  2 M	 yr−1 kpc−2.
This value is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than that found
in extreme starburst galaxies, but is very comparable to that
seen today in the centers of normal disk galaxies. This provides
further support for a steady smooth build-up of the stellar
populations in galaxies in the young universe.
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